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LILITH'S PLANS

Roy, I talked to my friends in business affairs and they say they're ready to

close our deal _______ your agent Lilith's _______________. I also heard a rumor that
KCRW isn't happy with their regular hosts and I think she's __________ you to __________.
So, ____________________? I'm worried you'll drop

a

moron
angle for s t
asshole
call the shots
change o n e ’ s mind
except
go out of o n e ’ s way
have the time of

one’s

me and find another assistant. — Well Tracy, even if
that was Lilith's plan, you're forgetting that it's still my
career and I'm ______________, ______________ I
would continue doing shows on KCRW. — _________,
you look like you ____________________.
life

st

hold up
meanwhile, …
slobby
suck up to s b
take o n e ’ s chances
take over
the trouble is, …
there is no way…
weirdo
what about s t ?
wh ere does that leave me?

why is that?
yeah, well, …

BLACKOUT FALL-OUT

The blackout hit just as the

elevator doors opened on the fourteenth floor. So I
stood in the hallway trying to decide whether to
come back in here with you guys or __________ _____
on the dark streets with the muggers and the
__________. So I went down a couple of flights and
then I _______________. __________ someone’s
probably looting my apartment!
NO TIME FOR PEOPLE

I don't understand this, Lister.

You're __________, you've got no sense of discipline, but people like you. Now me, all the
ingredients are right. I'm disciplined, I'm organised, I'm dedicated to my career, I've
always got a pen. Result? Total __________ despised by everyone except the ship's parrot.
And that's only because we haven't got one. __________? — I suppose it's because you

actually are a total asshole, Rimmer. See, _______________ you've never got time for people.
You're too busy trying to be successful. — I have got time for people. __________ all the
time I spent _______________ the captain even though he was a total __________? I
_______________ to get him to like me.

